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Pro-Abortion Terrorists Strike
Pro-Life Christian Facilities
By the AFP Staff

THE INSIDE SCOOP

4
Energy regulators predict there’ll be
forced blackouts across the nation.

B

eginning June 9, the Select
Committee to Investigate
the January 6th Attack on
the United States Capitol
will be releasing its findings on the
Jan. 6 protests in televised hearings
with the intent of smearing as domestic terrorists the thousands of otherwise patriotic Americans who trevelled to Washington to exercise their
constitutional rights that day.
At the same time, U.S. authorities
have been neglecting to address a real
U.S.-based terrorist group that has
threatened a “night of rage” in midJune if the highest court in the United States issues a legal ruling on abortion that is not to the group’s liking.
Leaders with this organization, known
only as Jane’s Revenge, made their violent intent known publicly on May
31, yet, so far, neither the Justice Department nor any federal law enforcement agency has issued a public statement on it.
In the past six months, Jane’s Revenge members have been blamed for
vandalizing and firebombing multiple
headquarters of pro-life groups,
though some reports indicate it is likely even more than that.
According to published reports, on
May 8, Jane’s Revenge took respon-
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Pro-abortion terrorists firebombed this pro-life Christian center in Buffalo, N.Y.

sibility for firebombing a pro-life organization in Madison, Wisc. No one
was hurt in that attack, but the office
of the Wisconsin Family Action was
severely damaged.
Later that month, a similar bombing occurred at the office of Oregon
Right to Life. Over Memorial Day
weekend, the Respect Life Office in
Hollywood, California, which houses
the South Broward Pregnancy Help
Center, was vandalized with threatening messages along with Jane’s
Revenge and an anarchist symbol.
Online, the group has said it is responsible for vandalizing and destroying multiple churches and pregnancy help centers.
On May 31, a member of Jane’s
Revenge posted the following to multiple anarchist websites:

Wisconsin is the first flash
point, but we are all over the United States, and we will issue no further warnings. And we will not
stop, we will not back down, nor
will we hesitate to strike until the
inalienable right to manage our
own health is returned to us.

Members of Jane’s Revenge are referring to killing babies in the womb
up until birth as an inalienable right
that is currently under scrutiny by the
Supreme Court. Very soon, Supreme
Court justices are expected to release
their majority opinion relating to the
controversial Roe v. Wade ruling that
paved the way for legalized abortion
in all states in the United States. In
May, an unknown individual leaked a
draft of the expected ruling that indicated the justices are planning to
overturn the landmark case.
Wisconsin police say they have
reached out to the FBI and the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives and they are actively
working with them, but federal law
enforcement officials have yet to
make an official statement on this leftwing domestic terror organization despite the attacks and threats that
have been made by it.
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President’s advancing senility has
Democrats scrambling for 2024.
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Will we ever get the whole truth
about school shooting in Texas?
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Veterans, supporters gather in D.C.
on 55th anniversary of Liberty attack.
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